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This will be TGUPTGUP’s best year ever! 

We will complete 72 projects in nine countries. That’s one every five days,
somewhere in the world. Every one of those projects provides a better chance in
life for the people they help. 

It is so thrilling, we want you to see as many as possible (though, not 72). So,
here is a super-fast run through of several of them. They give a great look and
feel for what we do. Enjoy. And, Happy Holidays!

Our Science Lab in a BoxScience Lab in a Box enables world-class high school laboratory work in
Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. They are booming...

in Kenya... ...and in Nepal.

The Science Lab in a BoxScience Lab in a Box was developed by the AP science faculty at Los Altos
High School in Los Altos, California. Coming up next year...the Philippines.

These are students in a computer lab we installed in Guatemala. It’s the first time
they have ever touched a computer! Do they look interested?

https://campaignlp.constantcontact.com/em/1136076106443/99ee7517-ba05-4689-9e44-a2c85772ac6b
http://tgup.org
http://tgup.org
https://tgup.org/slab
https://tgup.org/slab


Speaking of which, children need to play! Here are playgrounds we built this
year, in…

Brazil...

...Nicaragua



...Nepal

...Guatemala

...and Kenya.

It’s the most satisfying thing you can imagine to hear the children squealing with



delight as their bodies experience the joys of play.

Water is life. We built so many water projects this year, in…

Kenya...

....Nicaragua

...Nepal



...and Tanzania.

What else does it take to run a school? Well…

Latrines. We did lots of them…

Electricity....

Water...



Meal supplements....

And, of course, the classroom itself. 

Here's the Before... ...and here's the After.

Where would you rather your children went to school? 

This entire school project was funded by a group of Kiwanis clubs and their
members from the Sacramento, CA area.

TGUP’s Save a Girl™ program has helped more than 44,000 adolescent girls

https://tgup.org/galleries/2021-kanjuu-classroom/
https://tgup.org/SaG/
https://tgup.org/SaG/
https://tgup.org/galleries/sag-kit-distributions/


manage their period so they could stay in school. That includes 18,000 this year,
up 80% from last year. They include kits distributed this year to girls in…

Kenya...

...Tanzania

...Nepal

...and India.



An acknowledgement of an important partner who helps us with Save a Girl™…

We also built a new Sewing Center to sew our Save a Girl™ kits, in Tanzania. It will
be finished in 2 weeks and will help tens of thousands of girls be able to stay in
school. It will employ indigenous Maasai women as seamstresses.

This Sewing Center was funded by a group of Rotary clubs  in the San Francisco
Bay Area.

https://tgup.org/SaG/
https://tgup.org/SaG/
https://tgup.org/galleries/rotarytzsewingcenter/


And, we opened 4 new Save a Girl™ Sewing Centers in Nepal…

Soccer uniforms for a school team in Ghana…

Solar power for a school in Nicaragua…

https://tgup.org/SaG/


Help for families at UC Davis Medical Center in California…

A new kitchen for a school in Guatemala…

Reduced-smoke stoves for Maasai bomas in Tanzania…



So many projects. We wish we could show you the other 47, but you get the
idea. They’re all like this. They’re small, they’re intimate, and they improve life
chances for all the people in the communities they touch. 

Since we started, in 2007, we’ve completed almost 280 of these projects. Over
their lives, they will help 1.7 million people have a better chance in life. This is
what we do. 

TGUP works because it is so simple. Everybody gives just a little bit—whatever is
comfortable—and we use all of that money to help the poorest people in the
world help themselves. It works. Here’s the last picture for proof that it works:

This is how the world gets better, how life evolves, how the universe grows.
Consciousness bootstraps itself. There’s no other way. 

We’ve raised money from private foundations that cover all of our operating
costs, so 100% of every dollar you donate goes to a project like these. 

Thank you for your part in making all of this possible. Happy holidays. 

TGUP

https://tgup.org/Projects-Quick-View


P.S. If you are thinking of giving gifts for the holidays, please consider gifts from
TGUP. They are from our partners in the field and help their local people. To see
the gift catalogue, click here. 
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